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Importance of Assessing Student 
Performance
• As a proxy for ability/ understanding
• To identify barriers/ tools for adaptation
• To plan for optimal instruction (match pedagogy with student 

needs)



Mr Robbins
•Year 5 inclusive classroom
•Unit on adding fractions with unlike denominators
•Adam – ID, little knowledge or prior experience
• Flora – ADHD; inconsistent in responding and using 
strategies
•Morris - LD; already completed unit at previous school
•Gloria – ASD; using fractions at home to cook



Learning Stages Framework
(Collins, 2012; Haring & Eaton, 1978; Shurr et al., 2019)

Acquisition Fluency Maintenance Generalization

J



Specify the level and intensity of  
supports needed at each stage will 
help students meet goals that 
provide access to the general 
curriculum”



Acquisition
v Ability to do something with 

some degree of accuracy that 
could not be done previously 
(Alberto & Troutman, 2009; Collins, 
2012 )
ü Very early stages
ü Require support
ü Lacking independent 

accuracy

A



Acquisition Classroom Example
“Identify the letter ‘b’”

A



Specify the level and intensity of  
supports needed at each stage will 
help students meet goals that 
provide access to the general 
curriculum”



Fluency
v Speed and accuracy of 

response (Collins, 2012; Snell 
& Brown, 2011)
ü No longer brand new skill
ü Increase independence
ü Increase speed and 

efficiency 

A



Fluency Classroom Example
“identify how many syllables are in 
the word ‘computer’” 

A



Specify the level and intensity of  
supports needed at each stage will 
help students meet goals that 
provide access to the general 
curriculum”



Maintenance
v“The ability to perform a 

response over time without 
re-teaching” (Alberto 
&Troutman, 2009, p. 43)
ü Achieved at least one 

accurate and fast 
performance

ü Focus on repeated 
consistent performance

ü Independence over time

A



Maintenance Classroom Example
“define the term ‘habitat’”

A



Specify the level and intensity of  
supports needed at each stage will 
help students meet goals that 
provide access to the general 
curriculum”



Generalization
v Occurs when a student can 

apply a skill in a consistent and 
fluent manner in different ways 
or across multiple variables 
(i.e., people, materials, settings, 
situations; Collins, 2012). 
üVarious contexts, people, 

materials
üProblem solving
üUnique applications

A



Generalization Classroom Example
“Identifying Adjectives”

A





Use

Use if needed

Not 
appropriate

J

(Jimenez et al., 2021)

Instructional Planning based on Learning Stages



ADAM
• Little to no understanding of adding fractions with unlike denominators, Limited prior 

exposure to this skill .
• DETERMINATION: acquisition stage. 
• STRENGTH: conceptual understanding of parts to a whole, fractions, and addition. 
• PRECURSOR SKILLS: finding equivalent fractions for two unlike denominators. 
• INTERVENTION: focused on supporting Adam’s accuracy and independence. 
• Explicit instruction and a task-analytic approach, 
• Mr. Robbins modelled—with a consistent, structured, verbal Think-aloud—how to use the concrete 

manipulatives (i.e., fraction tower) to find equivalent fractions for two fractions with unlike 
denominators, constrained to halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths, and twelfths, and used 
the independent practice stage of explicit instruction as a means of formative assessment. 

• DATA: Mr. Robbins noted Adam went from 0% accuracy of finding equivalent fractions for 
two fractions of unlike denominators to 100% accuracy with the concrete manipulatives (i.e., 
a support) across four sessions. 

• DECISION: Adam had achieved the acquisition stage and was ready to move into the 
fluency stage of finding equivalent fractions. After fluency and maintenance with finding 
equivalent fractions, Mr. Robbins would follow a similar procedure for adding fractions. 
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